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Problems Franz Ferdinand: First World Problems is a 1979 album by the Glasgow band Franz

Ferdinand. Like the first two Franz Ferdinand albums, it was released by Status Recordings and is
classified as "The Franz Ferdinand EP", and follows their first EP and the studio album This Is the New

Black. It was also released in the US as Franz Ferdinand EP, and in Japan as Franzferdienst. The
album was re-released in 2008 by Franz Ferdinand's record label Domino Records in a remastered

form and includes two new cover artworks and bonus live tracks. Track listing Personnel Franz
Ferdinand Freddie Mercury – vocals, drums Arran Ahmun – bass, guitar Additional personnel Alan

Moulder - production Will Reid-Dick - engineering Howie B - photography References External links
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Category:Albums produced by Alan MoulderQ: Cannot go to another page via button with `onclick`
event inside JSF custom component I'm implementing a custom JSF component, it works fine when

using it inside.xhtml file, but I'm using it inside custom tag and of course I've added reference to JSF
library in the tag's faces-config.xml, so I would expect to be able to go to another page using tag, but

clicking to button inside this tag is not calling onclick event, so it's not working. The component's
skeleton is like: How should I to achieve this? A: The JSF 2.0 specification says (see link): When a

client component (that is, a component rendered
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